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It is well known that every distributive lattice is isomorphic to a ring 
of sets and can hence be embedded into a Boolean algebra. While this 
proof makes use of the axiom of choice it is also possible to give a purely 
algebraic proof of the latter fact. MAcNEILLE [5] 1) gave a solution in 
this direction, but his proof is incomplete. Later PEREMANS [6] has given 
another proof by quite different methods. 
In this paper we ·iiake up again the 1ine of MAcNEILLE. The basic idea 
being the same our proof is more general. In fact, we consider a partially 
ordered set L in which any two elements have a greatest lower bound. 
Moreover, we assume a generalised distributivity for L (sections 1 and 2). 
Then we construct an algebra R(L) over a commutative ring R (which 
in some propositions is assumed to be a field) with the elements of L 
as generators; if R is the two-element field, this algebra is a Boolean 
ring. The idempotent elements of R(L) then form a Boolean algebra L* 
(cf. FoSTER [2]) in which L can be embedded isomorphically (sections 2-6). 
L* is what we call a minimal Boolean algebra over L: it contains no 
sublattice which in its turn contains L and which is a Boolean algebra 
(section 7). ·It is also possible by a slight modification in the ring R(L) 
to construct the free Boolean algebra L1 * over L (section 12 and following 
sections). The difference between L1 * and L* can be illustrated by an 
example. If L is the partially ordered set consisting of three elements 
a, b, a 11 b, then L* consists of four elements, viz., 0 =a " b, a, b, 1 =a v b, 
whereas the free Boolean algebra L1 * has 222 = 16 elements. On the other 
hand, there are cases in which L* and L1* coincide (cf. section 20). 
We have also proved some theorems about extension to L* and L1* 
of homomorphisms defined on L. (section 10, 11 and 17). As corollaries 
to this propositions we obtain that L* and L1 * are determined by L 
up to isomorphism, but do not depend on the ring R used for their con-
struction. Furthermore, we have stated a relation between the Boolean 
ideals of L* and the algebra-ideals of R(L) and similarly for L1* (section 9 
and 19 respectively). 
We conclude our paper with two applications. In section 20 we construct 
1) References at the end of the paper. 
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the free Boolean algebra with an arbitrary number of generators, and in 
section 21 we give an algebraic proof of the existence of the Boolean 
product of a number of Boolean algebras (cf. SIKORSKI [7] and KAPPOS [4]). 
l. We consider a set L, whose elements are denoted by small italics: 
a, b, c, . . . etc. 
In L we have two operations, A and v, such that: 
l. For any two elements a and b of L there is defined an element a A b. 
2. For some pairs of elements a, b of L there is defined an element a v b. 
3. a A b = b A a for all a and b. 
Ijavb exists, so does bva and avb=bva. 
4. (aAb)Ac=aA(bAc) for all a, band c. 
If a v b, (a v b) v c, b v c and a v (b v c) exist, then (a v b) v c =a v (b v c). 
5. If a v b exists, then a A (a v b)=a. 
a v (a A b) exists for all a and b and a v (a A b)=a. 
If a= a A b, then by 5 we have 
b=b v (a Ab)=b va. 
Conversely, if b = b v a, then by 5: 
a=aA(bva)=aAb. 
Now we can define a partial order in L by 
a<,b ¢> a=a A b (¢> b=a v b). 
Then we have the following relations: 
1' a<,b and b<,a ¢> a=b. 
2' a.;;;,b, b<,c ==?a<,c. 
3' For any a and b in L the greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) a () b exists. 
Then the least upper bound (l.u.b.) au b exists if and only if a v b 
exists, and then aU b=a v b. · 
a() b turns out to be a A b. 1',_ 2' and 3' are proved in the usual way 
(see, e.g., BrRKHOFF [1] or HERMES [3]). 
If, on the other hand, Lis a partially ordered set satisfying 1'-3', and 
we define the operations A and v by 
aAb=anb 
a v b=a u b, if existing, 
then L is easily seen to satisfy 1-5. 
So the systems Lunder consideration are in fact partially ordered sets 
in which any two elements have a g.l.b. 
2. In this paper we are going to consider systems L with operations 
"and v which satisfy conditions l-5 of the previous section and additionally 
the following distributivity condition: 
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D. If a v b exists, so does (p A a) v (p A b) for every pEL, and 
(p A a) V (p A b)=p A (a V b). 
If there is a zero element in L, we denote it by Q, and if there is a unit 
element, we denote it by ! . 
If R is a commutative ring with unit element 1, we consider the free 
R-module generated by the elements of L. In this module we define a 
multiplication by 
CI cxtat) (! flibi) = .I cxtfliat A bi (ext, f:JJ E R; at, b1 E L) .. 
i I ~~ 
For La we shall often write a (a E L). 
The algebra we thus obtain will be called R1(L). 
If we divide R1(L) by the ideal generated by Q (the zero element of L), 
then we obtain a ring R(L).If L has no zero element, we take R(L)=R1(L). 
In R(L) we consider the ideal I generated by the elements 
a+b-aAb-avb 
for all a and b such that a v b exists. 
From condition D follows that I consists of the elements 
_Icxt(at+bt-at A b,-a, v b,) . 
• 
3. LEMMA. If ).p EI, then A.p=O, i.e., A.=O or p=Q 
Proof. Suppose A 'i= 0. 
A.p E I means that this element can be written as 
" Ap= .I cxt(a,+b,-a,b,-a, v b,). 
i-1 
Now we proceed by induction on n. 
n= 1: A.p=cx(a+b-ab-a v b) 
Then 
As A'i=O, we must have 
Similarly 
Hence 
This implies 
Apa= ex( a +ab-ab-a) 
=0. 
p Aa=Q. 
p A (a v b)=Q 
0=-lp(a v b)=cx(a+b-a A b-a v b) A (a v b) 
=cx(a+b-a A b-a v b)=A.p. 
But then p=Q. 
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Now we make the step from n-l to n, where n> l: 
" i.p= 2cxt(at+bt-atbt-at v bt). 
i=l 
A.pa1= 2cxt(atat+btaJ-atai A btai-atai v btaJ) 
'*i 
Hence by induction 
p Aa1=.Q. 
Similarly 
Hence 
Now take 
" . 
. x;= 2 ( -l)k-~ 2 (~i1 v bti) (at2 v bt2) .. , (atk v btk) 
k=l i1<i,< ... <ik 
It is clear that px=O. 
If we write for abbreviation 
· Yt=at+bt-atbt-at v bi, 
then 
Hence 
" O=px= (2 1XtYt) ( 2 ( -l)k-l 2 (ail v btJ:) ... (atk v btk)) 
' k=l i1< ... <ik 
= 2 IXtYt+ 2 Yt1(a12 v bt2)- 2 Ytl(at2 vbt2)-
• '1*'• '1*'• 
2 Yil(ai2 v bt2) (at3 v bt3 ) + 
i1 *'·<'•*'1 
+ ....... . 
+ ( -I)n-l 2 Yt1(at2 v bt2 ) ••• (at,. v bt,.), 
which we obtain by applying Yt(at v bt)=Yt· 
But the 1ast sum equals 
2 1XtYt=P 
so we ,have proved p=Q. . 
Remark: if one supposes the existence" of a v b for all a and bEL, 
then the above proof can b~ simplified ·by taking 
in stead of x. 
4. LEMMA. If p and qEL and A#O, then A.(p-q) El implies: p=q. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows the same lines as that of the 
preceding lemma. 
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We only have to prove: 
If (p-q)a=(p-q)b=O, then (p-q) (a v b)=O, if a v b exists. 
But this is clear: 
(p-q)a= 0 ===>- pa=qa 
(p-q)b=O ===>-pb=qb 
Hence, applying D, 
p(a v b)=q(a v b) 
(p-q) (a v b)=O. 
5. We now consider the algebra 
R'(L)=R(L)fl 
If there is a unit element in R'(L), then we take R(L)=R'(L). If, on 
the other hand, there is not a unit element in R'(L), we adjoin a unit 
element to it and call the algebra thus obtained R(L). 
Then R(L) is a commutative associative algebra with unit element, 
which will be denoted by I. 
If the number of elements of L is finite, then there is certainly a unit 
element in R'(L), viz., 
" X= ! ( -l)k-l ! Xt1Xt2 ••• Xtk, 
k=l il<i,< ... <ik 
if X1, x2, ... , x,. are the elements of L. For 
and generally 
X1 X=X1 (Xl +x2+ ... +xl-Xl X2- ... ) 
=X1 +x1x2+ ..• +x1Xn 
- X1X2- •.• - X1Xn- X1X2X3- · .• 
+X1X2Xa+ •.• 
=X1 
Xt=XtX for i= I, ... , n. 
Further, if L has a unit element !, then if course R'(L) has ! as unit 
element. 
To every element of L corresponds an element of R(L) and from lemma 4 
follows that this correspondence is one-to-one. 
Further, if a and b are in L, then 
a 11 b=ab in R(L) 
and 
a v b=a+b-ab in R(L). 
6. In R(L) we consider the set L* of all idempotent elements: 
a E L* -¢> a2=a. 
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If we define in L * : 
a A b=ab 
a v b=a+b-ab, 
then L* is easily seen to be made a Boolean algebra in this way. The 
complement of a is a'= 1 -a. 
To the elements of L correspond idempotent elements in R(L); as this 
correspondence is one-to-one, L can be considered as embedded in the 
Boolean algebra L*. 
Remark. Our notation L* might not seem to be quite correct, as L*, 
as defined here, depends not only on L, but also on R. But later on we 
shall see that indeed L* is independent of R. 
7. If B is a Boolean algebra and Sis a set of elements of B, then B 
will be called a minimal Boolean algebra overS, if there is no sublattice 
of B which contains S and is, with the given operations A and v, a 
Boolean algebra. 
This means that 1 is the least element of B such that 1 ;;;;. s for all 
s E S, 0 the greatest element such that 0 < s for all s E S, and that there 
is no Boolean subalgebra of L which contains S, except L itself. 
PRoPOSITION. If R is a field 1), then L* is a minimal Boolean algebra over L. 
Proof. We first observe that 1 is the only element of L* which contains 
all elements of L. 
For if 1 =! <Xtat, where a, E L, i.e., if R(L) =R'(L), then every element 
' of R(L) can be written as 
Now suppose 
Then 
hence 
b=! {ltbt, where bt E L. 
' 
cb=c for every c E L. 
1 =! <Xtat=! <Xt(atb) = (! <Xtat)b=b. 
If, on the other hand, 1 cannot be written as above, i.e., if R(L)=t=R'(L), 
then an element of R(L) can be written as 
Now suppose 
This means 
b={J.1+!f3tbt, where b,EL. 
cb=c for every c E L. 
{Jc + ! {Jibtc = c 
! {Jtbtc = ( 1-{J}c. 
1) All fields in this paper will be supposed to be commutative. 
If {3¥=1, then 
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c= (1- p)-1 I, {hbtc for every c E L, 
• 
i.e., (1-p)-1 "',(3tbt would be a unit element, contrary to the hypothesis 
that R(L)=I=R'(L). 
If /1= 1, then 
But then 
Hence 
would imply: 
Hence· 
L PtbiC = 0 for every c E L. 
I, /1tbtbi = 0 for every j . 
• 
b=b2 
Now we consider an arbitrary element of L*: 
n 
· a=ix·1+ L<Xiat 
i-1 
where <X will be taken= 0, if R(L) =R'(L), 
i.e., if 
1 =I, eiei for some et E L and Bt E R •. 
We shall first prove that a can be written as 
k 
a= <X. 1 + I, p,b" 
i-1 
where the b1 belong to the subalgebra of L* generated by a1, .•. ,an. This 
we do by induction on n. For n= 1 the statement being trivial we only 
have to prove the implication n- 1 __,.. n; to this purpose we write 
So 
n-1 
a = <X · 1 + "', <Xtai + <Xnan 
i-1 
l 
a=<X·1 + "', fJJbJ+<Xnan, 
i-1 
where the b1 are as required, 
Then 
I I 
a=<X·1+ "'.f11b1an+ Lf1ibJ(1-an) 
i~1 i-1 
l 
+ I, <Xnanbt+<Xnan(1-b1-b2- ... -bz) 
0=1 
I l 
a=<X·1+ "', (fJJ+<Xn) b1an+ I, f1tbd1-an) 
i=1 i-1 
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This is easily seen to be an expression of the required form. 
Now we shall prove that 0 is the only element in L* such that 
Ox=O 
for every x E L. 
First, if 1 ¢ R'(L), then suppose 
0' =<X· 1 + 2, <Xtai with <X =1= 0 
would also have the property 
O'x=O' 
for every x E L. We may, of course, suppose .x= l. 
Then 
But then 
contrary to our assumption. 
Now assume 
would satisfy 
O'x=O' 
for every x E L. 
Then we can write 
0' =! {hbt 
with bt E L* and btbJ = btibt. 
Now O'x= 0' for every x E L and 0'1 =0', hence O'x=x for every 
x E L*. Hence 
for every j. 
But then 
hence 
Therefore 
Now if 
then 
implies 
If .x = 0, then 
0'=0. 
ll: 
a=.x·1 + 2, f3JbJ; btbr=bi}bt, · 
i-1 
a2=a 
ll: ll: ll: 
,x21+2 l,<X{JjbJ+ 2,(3,2bj=<X·l+ l,{J,b,. 
i=l i=l i-1 
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hence 
This means 
a=bt1 + ... +btp 
=btl v ... v btp, 
which belongs to the subalgebra of L* generated by L. 
If ~X# 0, then 
k 
(1X2-1X)1= .L (f3J-21Xf3J-f3J2)bj. 
i-1 
Now if ~X#O, 1 cannot be written as a sum 
1 = .L etet, 
for in that case we should take ~X= 0. Hence 
So 
IX= l. 
Then 
Hence 
0 = (,L (f3J- 2(3j- f3J2)bJ)bt 
i 
= (f3t- 2f3t- f3t2)bt. 
f3t- 2f3t- f3t2 = 0 
f3t= 0 or -1. 
a= 1-bt1 - ••• -btp 
= 1- (btl v ... v btp) 
= (bt1 V ••• V btv)', 
where ' denotes complementation. This again proves a to belong to the 
subalgebra of L* generated by L, which completes the proof. 
This result implies in particular that if L is a Boolean algebra, then 
L*=L. 
8. LEMMA. Every element of R(L) can be written in the form: 
.L ~idt 
Proof. Let us consider an element 
In the proof of proposition 7 we have already seen that we can write 
7c 
a= ~X· 1 + .L f3ibt 
i-1 
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with b"' E L*, btbi=O for i#j. But then 
so if we take 
then 
k 
a=c:x(1-bl-b2- ... -bk)+ _L (c:x+f3i)bt, 
i=l 
bo=c:x 
bt=c:x+f3t (i= 1, ... , k), 
do= 1-b1-b2- ... -bk 
dt=bt (i= 1, ... ,k), 
where dt E L* and dtdi=O for i#j. 
If 
9. Let us consider an ideal J in R(L). 
a= ,L <Xtai (aiEL*, aiai= 0 for i#j) 
i 
belongs to J, then so does 
hence, if R is a field, 
So J is generated by elements of L* and J 11 L* (11 denoting the set-
theoretic intersection) is an ideal in L*, because, for a E J 11 L* and b E L*, 
ab=a A b 
belongs to J 11 L * and so does 
a+b-ab=a v b 
for a and b EJ 11 L*. 
If, on the other hand, we have an ideal Min L*, the elements of the 
form 
form an ideal J in L* and J 11 L* =M. 
For if a EJ 11 L*, then 
a= ,L <Xiai (ai EM) and a2=a. 
By the same device as in the proof of proposition 7, we can write 
a= ,L f3ibi, where bibi = 0 for i =1= j 
and the bt not only belong to L*, but even to M, which can easily be 
verified by considering the proof of 7. But then 
a2=a 
llO 
implies 
flt=O or 1 
hence 
Therefore 
a= b1 v ... v bn E M. 
. Collecting the results of this section we find: 
PROPOSITION. If R is a field, then there is a 1-1 mapping, preserving 
inclusion, of the set of ideals of R(L) onto the set of ideals of L*, given by 
J--'>- J (I L* (J ideal in R(L)), 
the inverse mapping being given by 
M--'>- {~ cx:tat!cx:t E R, atE M} (M ideal in L*). 
i 
10. Let L and M be systems with operations A and v satisfying con-
ditions 1-5 of section 1 and D of section 2. 
A homomorphism of L into M will be an application ffJ with the prop-
erties: 
l. f[!(X A y) =([!(X) A f(!(y). 
2. If x v y exists, then so does ffJ(X) v ffJ(Y) and ([!(X v y)=f(!(x) v f(!(y). 
11. PROPOSITION. If Land Mare as in 10 and ffJ is a homomorphism 
of L onto M, then([! can be extended to a homomorphism (in the sense usual 
in the theory of Boolean algebras) ffJ* of L* onto M*. (R is a commutative 
ring with unit element). 
Proof. ffJ can be extended to a homomorphism ip of R(L) into R(M): 
if;(~ cx:tat) =I £Xi ([!(at}, 1Xt E R, at E L. 
Now 
ip(a+b-a A b-a v b)=f(!(a)+f(!(b)-f(!(a A b)-f(!(a v b) 
=ffJ(a)+ffJ(b)-f(!(a) A ffJ(b)-f(!(a) v f(!(b). 
Hence ip induces a homomorphism 
ffJ': R'(L) --'>- R'(M). 
If R'(L)=FR(L}, then we can extend ([! 1 to a homomorphism 
ffJ*: R(L)--'>- R(M) 
by putting 
ffJ*(1)= l. 
The restriction of ffJ* to L* is a homomorphism of L* into M*. As M* 
is minimal over M, the image of L* under ffJ* must be the whole M*. 
lll 
CoROLLARY l. If L is a Boolean algebra .which is minimal over. L, then 
the identical mapping of L into L can be extended to a homomorphism of 
L* onto L. 
Proof. Apply the preceding proposition with M =L and rp= l. 
CoROLLARY 2. L* depends only on L and not on the field R. 
Remark. If R is a field, then proposition 7 and corollary l say, that L* 
is the universal minimal Boolean algebra over L. 
12. The algebra L* we have constructed, the universal minimal 
Boolean algebra over L, is not in all cases the free Boolean algebra over L. 
But the latter can be constructed with quite similar methods. For this 
purpose we only need to make some slight modifications. 
In section 2 we started with the algebra R1(L) with the elements of L 
as generators; in R1(L) we have identified the zero element Q of L (if 
there is such an element in L) with the zero element of the algebra, i.e., 
I O.at, to obtain R(L). Now we do not consider R(L), but R1(L), i.e., if 
Lhasa zero element Q, this element is considered as different from 0 = IO.ai, 
the zero element of R1(L). R1(L) is the direct sum of R(L) and the free 
algebra generated by Q. Hence we can consider R(L) as a subalgebra 
of R1(L). 
In R1(L) we consider, quite similarly as we did in R(L) in section 2, 
the ideal I generated by the elements 
a+b-a 11 b-a v b, a and bEL. 
Then I consists as before of the elements 
If a=Q, then 
hence I C R(L). 
I LXt(ai+bt-ai 11 bi-ai v bt). 
i 
a+b-a 11 b-a v b=Q+b-Q-b=O, 
13. LEMMA. If J...p E I, then A.=O. 
Proof. The proof is a bit simpler than that of the analogous lemma 
in section 3. 
If 
then 
Hence 
A.p= I LXt(at+bt-ai 11 bt-ai v bt), 
i 
J...p a1a2 ... an= I (LXt(at+ai 11 bt-ai 11 bt-ai}. IT aJ) 
i i*i 
=0 
A.=O. 
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14. LEMMA. If p and q ELand l#O, then l(p-q) E I implies: p=q. 
Proof. In the same way as we did in section 4, we can derive from 
(p-q)a=(p-q)b=O 
that 
(p-q)(avb)=O, if avb exists. 
The proof of this lemma is then quite analogous to that of lemma 3 
and we therefore leave it to the reader. 
15. Defining now 
we can easily see R1'(L) to be the direct sum of R'(L) and the free algebra 
generated by Q E L (if such a Q exists), as I C R(L). 
Finally we adjoin a unit element 1 to R1'(L) (even if there is already 
in R1'(L) a unit element, i.e., an element ! CXiai such that ! cxtatX=X 
for every x E L). The algebra thus obtained will be called R1(L), which 
is the direct sum of R'(L) and the free algebra generated by Q ELand l. 
Let L 1* be the set of idempotent elements in R1(L). Then, as we did in 
L*, we define 
a A b=ab 
a v b=a+b-ab. 
Then we can consider L and L* as embedded in L1 *: 
Note, that L* and L1 * are both Boolean algebras, but that L* need 
not be a Boolean subalgebra of L1 *: it is only a sublattice of L1 *. If, for 
instance, L is finite, then L* has as zero element Q, which is different 
from 0, the zero element of L1 *, and a unit element which is different 
from 1, the unit element of L1 *. 
16. PROPOSITION. If R is a field, then L1* is, as a Boolean algebra, 
generated by L. 
As the proof of this proposition can be traced along the same lines as 
that of the proposition in section 7 (the questions about 0 and 1 no longer 
being relevant), we leave it to the reader. 
17. Quite similarly as we did in section 11, we can prove 
PROPOSITION. If Land Mare two systems with operations A and v satisfying 
conditions 1-5 of section 1 and D of section 2, then every homomorphism 
rp of L onto M can be extended to a homomorphism of L1* onto M1*. 
18. Proposition 16 and 17 together allow us to state the following 
results: 
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PROPOSITION. If R is a field, then L1* is the free Boolean algebra over L. 
Here the term "free Boolean algebra over L" has to be taken in the 
sense that L1 * is, as a Boolean algebra, generated by L and that every 
homomorphic mapping of L into a Boolean algebra B (in the sense of 
section 10) can be extended to a homomorphism of L1* into B. 
CoROLLARY. L 1 * does not depend on the field R we used for its construction. 
19. Sections 8 and 9 could be completely rewritten for the case of 
R1(L) and L1 * instead of R(L) and L* respectively. We confine ourselves 
to writing down the result: 
PROPOSITION. If R is a field, then there is a 1-1 mapping, preserving 
inclusion, of the set of ideals of R1(L) onto the set of ideals of L1 *, given by 
(J ideal in R 1(L)), 
the inverse mapping being given by 
(M ideal in L1*). 
20. As an illustration of the theory developed so far we can construct 
the free Boolean algebra with n generators. 
If x1, x2, •.• , Xn are n symbols (n finite), we consider expressions of the 
form 
also written as 
We can define 
where 
and, only for the case that et < 'fJi for all i or Ei > 'fJi fur all i, 
where yt=min (ei, 'fJi)· 
The system we thus obtain is easily verified to satisfy the conditions 
1-5 of section 1 and D of section 2~ 
Note that Q =X1X2 ••• Xn is a zero element for L. 
Taking for R the two-element field we find L* to consist of the elements 
n-1 
X= ! ! 1Xi1t2 ... ikXtrXt2 ••• Xik; iXtr .. .ik E R. 
k-1 il<,< ... <ik 
8 Series A 
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L* is easily seen to be isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all subsets 
of the set 
{1, 2, ... , n, (1, 2), (1, 3), ... , (n-1, n), ... ,(it, i2, ... , ik), ... , (2, 3, ... , n)}. 
Hence L* has 22"-2 elements. 
£1 * consists of elements 
" X=iX·l+ L L iXf1i2···ikXi1Xi2 ••• Xik; iX, iXil···ik ER. 
k=l ·i.<i,< ... <ik 
and is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all subsets of 
{rp, 1, 2, ... , n, (1, 2), ... (1, 2, ... , n)}. 
Hence £ 1 * has 22" elements. 
£ 1* is easily seen to be the free algebra with n generators x1, ... , Xn. 
Note that £1 * has four times as many elements as L*. x1x2 ... Xn is the 
zero element of L*, but not of £1 *. 
The unit element of L* is 
n-1 L L Xi1Xi2 •.• Xik, 
k=l i,<i,< ... <ik 
that of £1 * is l. 
If we apply the same construction to an infinite number of generators 
then R(L)=R1(L) and hence L*=£1*. 
21. Another application of the foregoing theory is an algebraic proof 
of the existence of the Boolean product of a number of Boolean algebras 
Li (i E I). This product is defined by: 
DEFINITION: B is the Boolean product of the Li provided B contains sub-
algebras Bi ( i E I) such that: 
(a) the union of all Bt generates B; 
(b) for every i E I, Bi is isomorphic to Li; 
(c) for every finite sequence b1, ... , bn, 0 =I= bt E Bii, i1 =I= ik for j =I= k, it t8' 
true that 
b1 II b2 II ... II bn =/= 0. 
B can also be characterised by (a), (b) and (c'): 
(c') If, for every i E I, fiJi is a homomorphism of Bi into a Boolean algebra. 
B', then there exists a homomorphism q; of B into B' which is a common 
extension of all the fiJi· 
From the latter definition follows that B, if it exists, is uniquely deter-
mined up to isomorphism. The existence of B can be proved by repre-
senting every Li as a field of subsets of some set Xi and by then taking 
ll5 
the fieldproduct of these fields (see SIKORSKI [7]). But it is also possible 
to give a proof without making use of the axiom of choice (which is needed 
to represent Li as a field of sets). For this purpose we proceed as follows. 
Consider the system L whose elements are sequences 
(ai) = (ai)iei> 0 =F ai ELi, ai = 1 except for a finite number of i, 
and an element 0. 
If a=(ai), b=(bi), then we define 
and 
a A b = (ai A bi) if ai A bi =F 0 for every i E I; 
= 0 if ai A bi = 0 for some i E I; 
a v b =a if bi < ai for every i E I; 
=b if ai,;;;bi for every i E I. 
If a=O or b=O, 
and 
aAb=O 
a v b=a if b=O; 
=b if a=O. 
It is then not difficult to verify that L satisfies the conditions 1-5 
and D of section 1 and 2 respectively. Hence L can be embedded in a 
minimal Boolean algebra L*. 
Now to every a ELi corresponds an element [a]i=(aj);EI where ai=a 
and aj= 1 for j =Fi. This correspondence between Li and a subset of L C L* 
is 1-1 and preserves A, but, in general, not v. Therefore we consider the 
ideal J in R(L) generated by the elements 
[a]i+ [b]i- [a A b]i- [a v b]i. 
Then 
S=R(L)fJ 
is an algebra over R. The idempotent elements of S form a Boolean algebra 
B and we will prove B to be the Boolean product of the Li. 
It is clear that 
L* mod JC B. 
But the elements of L* generate R(L); therefore, making use of the 
lemma proved in section 8, one can easily prove that 
L* mod J=B. 
Now consider the application 
"Pi: a--+ [a]i mod J 
of Li into B. This application is easily seen to preserve A and v. Of course 
0--+ 0 and 
1--+ [1]t= (lhez= 1--+ 1 mod S= 1. 
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Hence "Pt is a homomorphism of Lt into B, the image of which we shall 
call B,. 
As the L, together generate L*, the union of the B, generates B, which 
was required in condition (a). 
As for condition (c), suppose 
where i1, i2, ... , in are different and all art6 0. 
Then 
f) 
[al]t1 A ... A [an]tn= ~ f3J(bti),EI A {[c]k1+ [d]k1- [c A d]k;- [c v d]k;}· 
i=l 
If p= l, then 
[al]t1 A ... A [an]tn=f3(bt) A {[c]k+ [d]k- [c A d]k- [c v d]k}· 
Suppose, for instance, 
[al]1 A ... A [an]n=f3(bt) A {[c]1 + [d]t- [c A dh- [c v dh} 
(with a1 = l, if necessary). 
Then 
[a1 A bt A c]1 A [a2]2 A .•. A [an]n=f3(bt) A {[ch + [c A d]t- [c A dh- [ch} 
=0 
Hence 
Also 
Hence 
[a1]1 A ... A [an]n=f3(bt) A [b1]1 A [al]1 A {[ch + [dh- [c A dh- [c v dh} 
={3(bi) A {[a1 A b1 A C)l +(alA b1 A d)1- (alA b1 A C A dh-
- ((a1 A b1 A C) V (al A b1 A d)h} 
=0 
But this is contradictory to the assumptions about [a1],1 , ••• , [an]in· 
In a similar way the induction step from p- l to p is made. This 
proves (c). 
Now suppose for some a and b in Lt: 
1pt(a) =1pi(b). 
Then 
Now 
avb=(aAb) VX with XAaAb=O. 
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Therefore 
0=1J!~(x 11 a 11 b) 
But this implies 
= 1J't(x) 11 'IJ't(a 11 b) 
=1p~(x) 11 1p~(a v b) 
=1Jit(x) 11 ('IJ't(a 11 b) v 1p~(x)) 
=1pt(X). 
[x]t eJ, 
which is only possible for x=O by (c). 
Hence 
avb=aAb 
and therefore 
a=b. 
So we have proved (b). 
As B satisfies the conditions (a), (b) and (c), it is the Boolean product 
of the L~. 
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